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EWU computers hacked

Hacker installed video sharing software; university acts quickly to inform students
BY JAMES EIK

editor-in-chief

Shortly before the end of fall
quarter, Eastern’s computer security
system was compromised and files
containing student information
may be at risk of being exposed.
Discovered during an assessment of the university’s network,
the breach occurred a few days before winter break. Files that may
have been compromised in the
breach include student names, social security numbers and birth
dates. The system had information
dating back to 1987 and may affect
up to 130,000 people.

Eastern’s Information Technology department ran a forensic investigation of the system and determined that there was little chance
that any information was leaked.
“We’re fairly confident that
nothing was compromised,” said
Media Relations Director Dave
Meany.
The investigation also revealed
that software was installed on the
system to store and share video files,
according to a press release sent out
by the university.
“Eastern is constantly updating
and changing its security systems
because the hackers are constantly
updating and changing theirs,” said

FACTS AT
A GLANCE

Meany.
Greg Crary of Information
Technology said that the university
was taking measures to prevent further intrusion of the system.
“There will be a granular, intrusive inspection of the environment,” said Crary.
To keep students aware of the
situation, the university is in the
process of mailing out letters to
those affected. Also, a Web site has
been set up to provide information
and tips on how to prevent identity
fraud. It can be found at www.ewu.
edu/infosecurity. The university has
also set up a phone line dedicated
to answering questions, and can be

reached at 1-800-615-9381, Monday through Friday, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Like other large operations,
however, Eastern remains a target
for hackers.
“We’re a target because we
have such a large amount of data
stored on an Internet pipeline,” said
Meany. He also emphasized that
such breaches haven’t happened at
Eastern.
Although Eastern’s investigation has concluded, the case will be
handed over to the FBI for further
review, according to Crary.
The timeline for the federal assessment of the situation has not yet
been set.

Computer science
hits its silver year

■ First programming
course starts in 1969
■ Full computer science
major is recognized by
Eastern Washington
University in 1984
■ 17 years of teaching in
the dept. by Ray Hamel

■ An iPhone course will be
taught this summer
■ 101010 is 42 in binary
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Proposals for tech
fee near deadline
Student Technology Fee supports PUB
computer lab, Mars lab, Netstorage
computer lab, the laptop check
out in JFK Library, online services like Netstorage, free antivirus downloads and software discounts in the bookstore.
“Certain services are higher
priority than others, based on the
agreement between the Board of
Trustees and the ASEWU that
makes the tech fee possible,” Fitzpatrick said. “After that, proposals
are weighed based on how many
students would be able to use the
proposed service or technology
and how cost effective it is.”
The committee that will review the proposals is composed of
nine voting members. Five of the
members are students and four
are faculty and staff.
According to Fitzpatrick, a
student representative from the
ASEWU is chair for the committee.
The voting committee members will evaluate the proposals
and make award decisions that
will then be sent to the ASEWU

BY MIKE BRAMBLEY

staff writer

The Student Technology Fee
Committee is accepting proposals
for the use of tech fee funds from
all parts of the university to develop new programs that can be used
to increase student access to technology outside of the classroom.
“The committee encourages proposals that will benefit as
many students as possible,” said
Burke Fitzpatrick,w staff member of the Office of Information
Technology.
All proposals are due by Jan.
15, he said. All students, faculty
and staff at Eastern may submit
a proposal through http://techfee.
ewu.edu/proposals.
“The system is currently open
and available,” Fitzpatrick said.
The tech fee is a part of the
mandatory fee package paid with
tuition. The fee is $35 per quarter
for full-time students and $3.50
per credit for part-time students.
Examples of proposals that
were awarded in the past include
the PUB computer lab, the Mars

TECH FEE | PAGE 3

Offices move into Reid Elementary and
classes are spread across campus
to accomodate for the loss of space

■ There are 10 types of
people: those who know
binary and those who
don’t

BY MIKE BRAMBLEY

staff writer

■ Department began
when first Mac was
introduced to the public
“He was in charge
of the computer center.
He was a big computer
guy, he actually developed early computer
languages when he was
university student body
president at the
University of Wisconsin,
which is huge.”
- Steve Simmons,
computer science
professor, on
retiring professor
Ray Hamel
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Patterson remodel
now underway

■ Current department
chair is Dr. Paul Schimpf
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Those attending the celebration of the computer science program included students taught by Ray Hamel.

DEPARTMENT SEES HUNDREDS OF GRADS PASS THROUGH
BY ALLIE FRIESE

staff writer

EWU’s computer science department celebrated its 25th anniversary, as well as the retirement of Ray Hamel, a long-time department
chair, Dec. 3.
Steve Simmons, a professor for EWU since
1969, explained the origins of the computer science department: “The courses in programming
started in 1969 in our first computer lab, but it
took us 15 years inside the math department to
work up a full program. Then, in ‘84, we were
born.”
The department, which officially began the
same year that the first Mac was introduced, has
since grown rapidly to include not only binary
code, but also Lego robots. The department
will offer an iPhone programming course in the
summer.
“I did not think that [technology] was going
to be part of everything in life,” Simmons said.
“I thought it would stay like math: sort of vertical, specialized, technical. But it spread out and
spread out and spread out. So now, it just covers
every walk of life.”
Hamel was honored at this event for his
17 years of service as EWU’s computer science
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chair, from 1989 to 2006.
“Ray and I knew each other in graduate
school in 1964,” Simmons said. “He was in
charge of the computer center. He was a big
computer guy, he actually developed early computer languages when he was university student
body president at the University of Wisconsin,
which is huge.”
Hamel was undoubtedly a mainstay in the
department and has greatly influenced it to
reach the heights it has today. “Ray is a good
specialist in research, he does compression algorithms, secret coding and all that; that’s his research area. Plus, he’s a wonderful organizer and
a big help to the department,” said Simmons.
The department has even created the new
title “Chairman Emeritus” for Hamel, which
means “honorary past chairman,” in Latin, said
Simmons.
Karissa Price, a senior at EWU, is part of a
team of women working to promote women in
computer science.
“What we decided to do is target kids, to
show that, for both males and females, programming can be fun ... It’s not just sitting and
ANNIVERSARY | PAGE 3
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The pending Patterson Hall remodel may affect many students’
class schedules during winter quarter, changing the locations and times
of classes previously held there.
“Since Patterson Hall is the university’s largest academic building,
taking 40 classrooms off line for the
construction will have an impact
on students, faculty and staff,” said
Shawn King, associate vice president for Facilities and Planning.
“Classes held in Patterson will have
to be relocated to other classrooms
throughout the campus.”
The second and third floor classrooms of Patterson will be closed
due to preparations for the Patterson Hall Phase I construction project planned for winter quarter.
The first floor will remain open
for classes during winter quarter,
but the entire building, both classrooms and offices, will be vacated at
the end of winter until construction
is completed.
Faculty offices will be moved to
Reid Lab School, Hargreaves Hall
and Cheney Hall. Some faculty will
also be moved to Reid Elementary
to provide for office space during
the remodel.
“Class locations will be spread
more throughout the campus utilizing space that currently is not used
for all class periods of the day,” said
Jim Moeller, senior project manager
with Construction and Planning
Services.

Say

Rather than have the majority
of classes held between 9 a.m. and 2
p.m., Monday through Thursday as
usual, the Patterson renovation will
require that class times be scheduled
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday
through Friday, he said.
According to Moeller, the first
concern when starting construction
in an academic building is student
safety. The second is making sure
that there are enough spaces on
campus to replace those taken so
that instructional needs can still be
met.
“Since Patterson is so large and
has so many classrooms, its renovation is a unique challenge,” King
said. “Early in the discussion, we
considered remodeling the building
one side at a time, but construction
sites cause problems when you are
trying to have other functions in
close proximity, such as classes.”
Construction and Planning Services, the organization in charge of
the remodel, decided not to hold
classes in the building at the same
time as construction.
Holding classes in the building
during construction would cause
many problems concerning noise,
dust, vibrations and keeping the
building services up and running.
Taking these problems into consideration resulted in the decision
to vacate the entire building for the
remodel, King said.

$40,000 WHAT!?
cost of a floor cleaner
purchased by the
university and is unused
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“I CONSIDER MYSELF VERY
FORTUNATE TO HAVE KNOWN HIM
AND REGRET THAT HE WAS TAKEN
SO YOUNG.”

- Stefanie Pettit
ON PASSING OF
SCOTT SAWYER
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BY JAMES EIK

editor-in-chief

12/3 12:07 a.m. – One student
was arrested and four were referred
to OSRR after the odor of burning marijuana spread across the
sixth floor of Pearce Hall. Each of
the five occupants denied that they
were smoking; however, they cooperated with authorities.
12/3 6:31 p.m. – After leaving a backpack inside a rec center
locker, a student returned to find it
had been stolen. It’s contents total
$150 in value and includes a fleece
jacket and Nike shoes. The student
left the locker unlocked.
12/4 9:26 a.m. – A professor
in Patterson Hall reported that
his video camera was missing. The
camera, a Panasonic Mini Camcorder, was last seen in November.
There are no suspects at this time.
12/4 3:04 p.m. – While administering a final exam, a professor in the Music Building discovered her wallet to be missing from
her purse. The purse was located
in the professor’s office, which had
been left open and unlocked. There
are currently no suspects.
12/4 9:51 p.m. – EWU Police
assisted the Cheney Police Department with a burglary in progress.
Officers pulled over a suspect on
second Street that matched the description of the burglar; however, it
was not the person in question. No
arrest was made.
12/5 10:50 a.m. – A steam leak
was discovered in the basement of
Huston Hall. Steam condensing
next to an electrical breaker set off
a smoke detector. A plumber was
called to assess the situation. Other
buildings were also affected by the
leak, including Patterson Hall, the
PUB, Showalter Hall and Rozell
Plant.
12/6 1:13 a.m. – A CA in

NEWS-LINE:

12/7 11:55 p.m. – After a Morrison Hall CA smelled the odor of
marijuana near a room, the CA
contacted EWU Police. Officers
arrived to find the smell had made
its way to the lobby of the building. After being cited for substance
usage, the student returned a halfhour later, smoking again. The student was referred to OSRR.

Comic by Clancy Bundy
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These questions and others will
be addressed during a five hour
green dot program on Sunday,
January 24, 2010. Topics covered
will be identifying stalking behavior, signs of partner violence, signs
of a sexual assault perpetrator, and
there will be many opportunities
to practice helping skills. You will
learn what helps people take action
and what we know prevents people
from acting. You will leave feeling
inspired and confident.
The five hour program will be a
very interactive and fun time, but
there are only 50 spots available.
If you are interested in this opportunity or in attending a future
five hour green dot program please
email Laurel Kelly at lkelly@ewu.
edu or call 359.6287.
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The Easterner is located in Isle Hall,
room 102.
The Easterner
EWU, Isle Hall 102
Cheney, WA 99004

CIRCULATION:

The Easterner is distributed throughout the Cheney campus, Cheney business
district, the Spokane Center, Riverpoint
and at various Spokane businesses. If you
would like The Easterner to be distributed
to your business or if you would like to
start a subscription call the Advertising
Department at 359-7010.

NEWS:

If you have a news tip, letter to the
editor or press release, please call the
newsroom at 359-6270 or the Editor-inChief at 359-6737. You can also contact
The Easterner staff by e-mail or FAX at
359-4319.
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The Easterner publishes a weekly electronic version of the paper at http://www.
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12/12 10:56 a.m. – Assisting
Cheney Police with a potential hostage situation, EWU Police helped
to surround a house after a man
threatened his ex-wife with a firearm. Police surrounded the house
and the man exited after 15 minutes.

12/31 7:43 p.m. – Steam from
a sink with an unplugged drain and
hot water running in it set off the
fire alarm in the Science Building.
When officers entered, steam had
filled the upper half of the room.

ABOUT YOUR PAPER:

ADDRESS:

12/10 10:00 a.m. – Waiting
for a student outside of a classroom, EWU Police arrested a student with a misdemeanor warrant
for possession of alcohol.

12/15 12:42 p.m. – A student
reported the theft of an iPod and
credit card in Morrison Hall. The
credit card had been stolen some
time before but had not been reported at the time. There are currently no suspects.

If you have an idea for a story, or are
part of a campus club or organization that
is holding an event, please call The Easterner tip line at (509) 359-6270.
Also, if you have a comment about
a story or a suggestion for the newspaper,
please feel free to voice your opinion on
the tip line as well.

All content in The Easterner is either
produced or chosen by students from
Eastern Washington University. Our goal
as employees of The Easterner is to provide interesting and relevant information
to the students, faculty, staff and residents
of EWU and the surrounding community
of Cheney and Spokane.

1/02 1:18 p.m. - EWU Police responded to a call stating that an
ROTC vehicle had gas siphoned
from its tank. The hose was still in
the gas tank and had to be cut off
There are no suspects at this time.

12/9 11:08 a.m. – A student
attempted to steal a book from
the University Bookstore. Store
cashiers watched him slip a silver
book into his jacket before making
his way to the door. The staff recognized him from another attempt
and intervened. An investigation is
ongoing.

(The Green Dot strategy was created by Dorothy J. Edwards, Ph.D., University of Kentucky)

did not know, frowning from the
attention she was receiving from
a man. He went up and asked the
man, “What are you doing with
my girlfriend?” The woman played
along and the man who was bothering her left.
Another student was shopping
when she saw a couple fighting.
She began to think of ways to creatively distract them. If she sees a
similar situation in the future, she
now has a plan in place as to what
she will do.
It’s not always easy to make
the leap from wanting to do green
dots, to doing them in the midst
of a high risk situation. You may
second guess your instincts, thinking, “Am I making too big a deal
of this? What if I am wrong? What
if they get mad? What if they turn
on me?”

The Easterner is open for any EWU
student or faculty wishing to write stories
that could be published in the newspaper.
Writers’ meetings are Mondays at
3:30 p.m. in Isle Hall, room 102.
The newspaper is also open for anyone
wishing to copy-edit. Editing nights are on
Tuesdays.

Dressler Hall was informed by another resident of marijuana odor
coming from a fire escape. EWU
Police arrived to find a student who
admitted to smoking. He had a
glass bong and a bag of marijuana.
He was cited and released.

your weekly guide to ending
power-based personal violence

The idea of doing “green dots”
to reduce power-based personal violence (stalking, sexual or partner
violence) is growing on the EWU
campus. As a reminder, “green
dots” are words, attitudes or behaviors that express intolerance for
violence, show support for victims,
or help create a culture of safety.
EWU students are beginning
to do green dots. They are beginning to speak to their friends about
stopping violence. Some students
have written papers on domestic
violence so they have a better understanding of the issues. Others
have spoken to family members
about not tolerating physical violence.
One male student who was at
a party, noticed a woman, who he
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Former editor-in-chief passes away
Troy Kirby tells of his friend Scott Sawyer who will be forever remembered at EWU for his contributions to The Easterner
BY TROY KIRBY

contributing writer

Three-time Easterner Editor-in-Chief
Scott Sawyer passed away Dec. 12, 2009.
He was 37, and he loved to fish in
Montana, watch endless movies and the
TV show “Twin Peaks” and is the primary
reason why The Easterner looks the way it
does currently.
Sawyer was the motivation behind expanding the coverage of The Easterner. He
said his goal was for the student newspaper
to be “the official record of Cheney, Wash.”
At one point, he even attempted to
persuade the Student Board of Publications, which oversees The Easterner, that
the student newspaper could publish twice
weekly.
The news coverage, from Ward
Churchill’s weird visit to throwback jerseys
to Board of Trustee news, was under Sawyer’s leadership.
Sawyer even stood up to bullies, especially when former EWU President Stephen Jordan called Scott and me (then the
news-sports editor) into a private meeting
in Jordan’s office in 2004.
Jordan was upset at Opinion Editor
Bruno Baltodano, who had questioned the
president’s lack of leadership in regard to
the Savage throwback jerseys.
Sawyer refused to give into Jordan’s demands, saying later that he would, “rather
be fired than work a day without a backbone.”
But Sawyer’s biggest accomplishment
at the newspaper was the design work.
“He was one of the biggest reasons the
paper started to look the way it did,” said
Bill Stimson, EWU journalism professor.
“We always had trouble getting pictures to

TECH FEE

and the Board of Trustees for final
approval.
“What is somewhat unique
about EWU’s tech fee is that the
students have more control over
the funds,” he said. “The committee is chaired by a student and has a
student majority.”
At other schools, the administration handles the management
of technology fees with little to no
input from students.
“EWU’s Board of Trustees has
given the students a much more
active role in the process, and the
awarded proposals tend to reflect
student interests and concerns,” he
said.
The proposal program started
10 years ago with legislation that
permitted state-funded schools to
begin charging students mandatory
technology fees.
Most technology programs
available to students on campus
receive their funding from the tech
fee.
The fee has helped pay for the
university’s computer labs at the
PUB, Riverpoint and the JFK Library, which includes laptop checkout programs at both the Cheney
and Riverpoint campuses.
The university also offers high-

come out right, or graphics to work. Scott
was instrumental in ensuring that the
newspaper looked sharp and attractive.”
Stimson said that Sawyer’s leadership
as editor-in-chief also altered how the
newspaper was run.
“Before Scott, The Easterner was a place
that had a lot of pranks which found their
way onto the newspaper pages. After he
came on board, that ended, and the newspaper became a place of professionalism,”
Stimson said.
He said that Sawyer helped provide a
launching pad for EWU students to become journalists.
Former EWU Public Information
Officer Stefanie Pettit said that Sawyer’s
leadership created new avenues for The
Easterner to shine in local campus news
coverage.
“Sawyer guided The Easterner through
important Web and design changes while
always keeping in mind the imperative
that the paper’s function is to inform and
illuminate,” Pettit said. “He was at the
helm during some tumultuous times at
the university and always handled himself
with professionalism and fairness.”
Pettit said Sawyer’s ability to manage
people was key to his success.
“I know he was also a kind and generous man,” said Pettit. “It’s not easy to be a
good journalist and be liked, but he managed quite nicely. I consider myself very
fortunate to have known him and regret
that he was taken so very young.”
Pettit wasn’t kidding. Even former
President Jordan seemed to come around,
mainly because of how Sawyer handled
the president’s concerns. Sawyer did not
appease, but he heard people out, which
made a difference.
The year after Sawyer left The Eastern-

end professional workstations and
printers with professional software
packages. The Mars computer lab
provides state of the art workstations and a $20,000 large format
printer for printing posters.
Eastern also offers two recording studios for both audio and video recording. Students can check
out projectors, cameras and camcorders from the library and the
Mars lab.
All these technology services
are available at the university because of the tech fee, according to
Fitzpatrick.
Many proposals in the past
started as small projects that have
now grown to be major technology programs at the university. The
laptop checkout program at the
library started with only a dozen
laptops, but due to high demand,
the program has now grown to 180
laptops with the support of the
tech fee.
“I don’t think anyone can guarantee that an investment in a new
technology or service will be the
best possible investment,” Fitzpatrick said. “Part of the process is to
try new things on a small scale and
see if students use them. If they are
popular, then the service will be expanded.”

ANNIVERSARY

looking at lines of code,” said Price.
On a table nearby was the group’s project: robots made from Legos.
“This is something that’s fun. It’s something you see working. Kids
love robots; they love Legos, so you actually build these robots and then
you program them. It’s just drag and drop programming. There’s no code.
You don’t see any of the code behind the lines.”
This project is one of many modern projects in the department this
year and follows a long line of innovation stemming from the department’s humble beginnings in 1969.

photo courtesy of Troy Kirby

37-year-old Scott Sawyer will be remembered for his kindness and generosity.

er, the Associated Collegiate Press selected
it as the best overall weekly publication in
2006.
If there is a chalkboard somewhere, I
would personally mark Sawyer as the main
reason why The Easterner won that year.
Every single member of that newspaper in
2006 had been trained by Sawyer.
Some previous employees now owe
their careers in graphic design, photography or journalism to what he taught them.
After he graduated, Sawyer taught
graphic design at ITT Tech and marveled
enough people to help set up a local weekly with Tom Burnett called the Rathdrum
Star.
“If it weren’t for Scott Sawyer, I’m sure
I wouldn’t have been able to realize my
dream of starting my own weekly newspaper,” said Burnett. “Scott taught me the
computer programs I needed to learn and
was always available, day or night, to bail
me out of a design or computer problem.
I will forever be thankful for his kindness

Megan Hopp/Easterner

PATTERSON

When Patterson Hall is completely renovated, the building will feature new state of the
art classrooms.
“The interior and exterior of the building
will be completely upgraded and will reflect the
quality of the education that is provided within
the new building,” he said.
Patterson will officially close for renovation
at the end of winter quarter. The building will
not be reopened for occupancy until fall quarter

classroom scheduling can contact Erin Morgan
with the Registrar’s Office at (509) 359-4971.
“The dean’s office, along with the faculty
in the college working with facilities, disability
support services, the registrar and other campus
offices are doing everything we can to prevent
any student issues or complaints,” Stafford said.
“However, if there are issues, students have several avenues that they can use to bring issues
forward.”
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2012.
“The Registrar’s Office is working diligently
to have the classes distributed across campus at
the best times available,” King said.
If students have any complaints about the
remodel, Construction and Planning will work
hard to resolve all issues, said Jeffrey Stafford, associate dean of the College of Social and Behavioral Sciences and professor of Organizational
Communication and Leadership.
Students with complaints or questions about

What do you think of the project?
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a brain.” Nothing got by him.
During the summer of 2004, both
Sawyer and I took a screenwriting workshop with EWU professor Tom Mullin.
To see if people were paying attention,
I would give one sentence movie pitches
like: “Mortician who eats sandwiches on a
cadaver and figures out crime,” or, “Diabetic pregnant woman who doesn’t take
insulin in order to give birth.”
Everyone but Sawyer would nod and
tell me what an original sounding idea that
was.
“You just ripped off the TV show
‘Quincy’ and ‘Steel Magnolias.’ It’s like
pitching a movie with good and bad represented by white and black clothing, using
swords from old Samurai movies, theology,
and 1950s science fiction and not calling it
‘Star Wars.’”
I avoided Sawyer’s funeral because I am
still not ready for him to be gone. I like to
think of him in a room I can’t go in yet.
If I had gone to his funeral, I would
have delivered the following eulogy: “How
can we honor the memory of a man like
Scott Sawyer? Like all men, he was governed by the laws of physics. It is a scientific fact that hearts and clocks slow down
as they approach the speed of light. Scott’s
heart reached that speed transforming his
matter into energy, into pure white light.
Though he is no longer with us, he is all
around us.”
Sawyer would have gotten that reference to John Lithgow’s eulogy on the TV
show “Third Rock From The Sun” right
away.
Had I delivered that at his funeral,
Sawyer would have probably been the
only person in the room to shake his head,
laugh and find it totally appropriate.

The first phase of the Patterson remodel started in 2009 and the second phase will begin in 2011. There is going to be a correction of the heating, ventilating and air conditioning inadequacies.

FRIDAY

SPOKANE

and for his friendship.”
Sawyer graduated in 2004 with a
bachelor’s in journalism. He continued as
editor-in-chief through the first year of his
graduate study at EWU. After he became a
student assistant, teaching communication
and graphic design classes at EWU.
Sawyer had completed all of the credits
for his master’s in communication; except
he hadn’t yet defended his finished dissertation.
Despite all of the success he had at
The Easterner, Sawyer favored an article he
wrote for The Spokane Falls Communicator. It was a fishing story about being with
his father, Marion. The framed article still
hangs in Marion’s hallway.
It seems strange to hold memories that
I shared solely with him. I remember the
time I was sick as a dog but wanted to get
the newspaper out, so I drank a whole bottle of Nyquil and passed out on the couch
in his office.
I also remember the time Sawyer and
I had a class on Lewis and Clark with Dr.
Dan Sisson whose love of Thomas Jefferson went so far that he was recreating
Monticello in Newport, Wash. We attended a local watering hole before class
and were more than a little buzzed. Sawyer
and I would both say “Jefferson” randomly
during the class with Sisson nodding in
approval without knowing why we were
saying it.
From that point on, when Sawyer and
I would call each other, we always leave
messages with “Jefferson.” It was one of the
private jokes that are only one-sided and
empty now.
I mentioned that Sawyer liked to watch
movies. He was a trivia buff who could recall movie lines and story passages. He had
what George Plimpton called a “rat-trap of

j
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Standpoint with President Arévalo
Dr. Arévalo speaks on Governor Gregoire’s new budget proposal

BY JASON KEEDY

staff writer

After a stressful quarter filled with
budget cuts and staff losses, Easterner reporter Jason Keedy sits down with President Arévalo to discuss what EWU’s future
looks like in regards to the new budget
proposal.
At the end of fall quarter looking on
to winter quarter, how would you evaluate the budgetary state of the university?
As I review the state of the university,
I feel it has faired well after a very challenging and uncertain budget year. This
has occurred because of the willingness of
the university to make significant reductions in staff and administration and reduce spending. Of most significance, we
have been able to admit a number of new
students this year and have continued to
provide a quality educational experience.
Our ability to maintain the university’s
building and grounds, however, will suffer
in the coming months and year given the
reduction in resources.
What does the Governor’s new budget proposal mean for EWU faculty, staff
and students?

The Governor’s new budget proposal
would reduce the university’s budget by
approximately $4 to $5 million through
direct reductions and shifts in funding personnel in our physical plant operations. In
addition, the Governor is proposing that a
reduction be made in the funding for state
need-based aid used for students. This
would affect 30 percent of our students.
If these students cannot find other ways
of funding their tuition and are forced
to leave school, it could result in an additional loss of $8.9 million in university
revenue.
Students should understand that if
these financial aid resources are not available, the loss in revenue will mean that the
university will have to downsize further
and reduce faculty due to fewer attending
students. A reduction in faculty will mean
that some courses might not be available in
a timely fashion.
An ongoing process of consolidating
the colleges of EWU has been going on
for a while. When will a definite decision be made, and what criteria will that
decision be based on?
A faculty and staff committee worked
during fall quarter on to develop a set of
recommendations about how our six col-

provement of educational services, and
student support and dean support for consolidation.

President Arévalo

leges might be consolidated to four. I am
hoping to make a decision on how best to
do this by the time of the next Board of
Trustees meeting on Jan. 28-29. The basic
criteria that I will be using to determine
which of these approaches we implement
will be based on comparability of departments and disciplines, college structure
implementation, maintenance and im-

Custodial staff keeps working hard
Cleaning across campus helps EWU prepare for a new year

BY ELLEN MILLER

staff writer

The custodial staff at EWU does a lot of cleaning on campus. Whether it is wiping vomit from a
bad cafeteria experience or cleaning the school bathrooms, the custodial staff does just about everything
at EWU.
In preparation for winter break, custodians heavily cleaned the campus, which included disinfecting,
stripping, fertilizing, waxing, shampooing the carpets, removing gum, cleaning garbage cans, sanitizing
the bathrooms, fertilizing the grounds and so on.
“We really need our floor crew back, ” said Candia Engleman, the lead custodian over the PUB and
Tawanka. Due to budget cuts, Eastern had to let them
all go. Prior to that, EWU invested in a brand new
$40,000 machine for polishing the floors that no one
but the floor crew knew how to use.
The staff mostly consists of outside employees;
however, there are students at EWU who also work
as custodians.
“I’m so blessed that I have students working for
me who aren’t afraid to work in front of other students,” said Engleman, who has four part-time students working for her.
Since communication for the custodial staff can
be difficult because they’re spread out across campus,
they use walkie-talkies. Every custodian at EWU has
a $1,000 walkie-talkie with reception that can reach

ewu.edu

the Riverpoint campus.
“Walkie-talkies are given to the staff just in case
of emergencies. For example, if EWU were to have a
bomb threat or if there was a student who threw up in
the cafeteria, then staff can use their walkie-talkies,”
Engleman said.
While the school year may seem to be the busiest
time for custodians, Jeannie Kile, lead dorm custodian, disagrees.
“Summers are our hardest time of the year because
of all the camps we have. We clean [the dorms] from
top to bottom,” said Kile. She added that the custodial staff looks forward to their summers because they
get to do a variety of things rather than the same thing
everyday.
The custodial staff agreed that the dirtiest cleaning job is the dorm rooms. She remembers a room
where a student left kittens after leaving for home on
break. “It stunk to high heaven when we got there,”
said Kile.
There are about 60 students on every floor and
there are about seven floors with two students per
room. Therefore, the dorms don’t exactly feel like
grandma’s cottage. But EWU has custodians who
will buy smelly soaps and decorate the mirrors in the
dorm bathrooms to make it feel more like home for
the students.
“I love working with the students,” said Engleman. “They keep me feeling young.”

Have all the faculty cuts been necessary, or have they been made as precautions to the budget cuts?
This period of transition has resulted
in the implementation of changes that,
while not all staff and faculty support,
are being accepted as necessary due to
the budget reductions. The key themes
for me have been about how we keep opportunities available to students and how
we ensure that the instructional quality of
our programs continue during a period of
diminishing resources. I believe that some
staff and faculty believe that reductions in
funding and downsizing of staff were not
necessary, but the fact is we have a budget
this year that is significantly lower than last
year.
How have these budgetary changes
influenced other campus decisions?
The changes we have made over the
past year and the decisions that still have
to be made affect how I look at the daily
decisions we make at the university. I question more of the small changes that we
need to make to ensure that they will not

create larger issues in the future. I have become more involved in changes that major
units on campus want to initiate, and I am
requiring more justification for changes
in which vice presidents and directors of
units on campus want to become engaged
in. It has become clear that the university
cannot be all things to all people and that
we need to direct our resources to a more
limited set of programmatic objectives.
What should students be considering about their education in relation to
the budget cuts going into winter quarter?
As we head into winter quarter, we will
have to deal with a larger budget reduction
that will require the university to make
changes about how it operates. We all
must be willing to engage with state policy
makers to demand adequate funding for
the university and its students. As a student, you must be willing to discuss higher
education funding, and EWU in particular, with your parents, family members and
community to encourage them to contact
their legislators. They should inform legislators about the impact that higher education reductions can have on your education and the future of other students in the
state wishing to enter a university.

Point, click and give! campaign launched
Internet Web site helps EWU organizations raise money

BY ELLEN MILLER

staff writer

“Point, click and give!” (PCG) is a 24/7, yearround Web site where anyone can donate money to
any organization at EWU with just the click of a button.
The PCG program is a software package provided
by a vendor called Click and Pledge. They made this
software simple to use for anyone donating. All the
donator needs to do is click the “Point, click and
give!” button.
The PCG is one of three ways to give to EWU.
People can also give by calling or mailing in a donation.
The PCG site works very well with the budget
cuts at EWU because it’s cost effective, even with the
monthly rate that EWU pays to continue using it.
“The reason it’s cost affective is because you don’t have
to put a lot of manpower into it,” said Kit Frantzien, a
Web developer at EWU.
To express their gratitude, EWU makes sure each
donating party gets a thank you card no matter how
big the donation.
“‘Point, click and give!’ also saves a lot of paper

work,” said Pat Spanjer, the associate director of annual giving. Everything that needs to be done is all
done online.
The reason for converting to online giving is the
desire to provide the 21st century technology-based
public with a way to give through means they are used
to.
“People want things immediately these days,” said
Spanjer. “And we want to provide [this immediacy] as
best we can.”
One of the donation options on PCG is the “Pass
Through the Pillars Brick Campaign.” In this campaign, any individual can purchase a brick ($100 for
students and $200 for non-students) and have it engraved with any quote or date that they want, which
will be put into the sidewalk in front of Showalter
Hall. So far, the Brick giving has generated about
$40,000.
“The donations are increasing every year,” said
Spanjer. “It’s looking really good right now.” On average, the donations are about $50 each.
“People that understand our need, give very generously,” said Spanjer, “and we are very thankful for
that.”
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Reflecting on the year 2009, The Easterner takes a look at
some of the more important aspects of the previous year.
Ranging from sports to sicknesses, last year was a busy one
on all fronts for the university.

Eastern
Washington
broke records
with its 70 inches of
snowfall in December 2009. The record
continued in January
when snowfall caused
more than 20 roofs
to collapse, putting
Cheney and surrounding areas in a
Code Red winter
storm.

••March•·•

NCAA
prevents
Eastern’s
football
team from
participating in the
2009 fall
playoffs. Even
though the
ban was eventually lifted, the
initial decision
shocked and upset
EWU students.

President
Arévalo was welcomed back after
a month of leave
to recover from
cancer surgery.

April

=====I
ASEWU approved
the 2010 budget despite the budget
cuts that were
announced at
the beginning of
the 2009-year.

Eastern mourned
the loss of Professor
Anthony Oertling after
a tragic kayaking accident.

Eastern officials
decided to close Reid
Elementary after its 51year partnership with
EWU.

The H1N1 flu
virus broke out
at EWU causing faculty to
console a panicstricken student
body.

For all who have
passed away in the
last year...
You will be missed

n

Eastern mourned
the passing of professor Terry Novak. The
professor brought
an energy to campus
that will be forever
missed.

November
Proving to be a good month,
the NCAA lifted the ban on
Eastern’s football team enabling the Eagles to move on to
the playoffs.

www.easterneronline.com

Eastern’s very own linebacker, J.C. Sherritt, was selected to the “Fabulous Fifty”
All-America squad.

Due to the budget
troubles, EWU Press
will be closing in June
of 2010.
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Hacking could have easily been avoided
BY JAMES EIK

editor-in-chief

“My 9-year-old daughter was a
victim of identity theft …”
The opening line to one Kentucky parent’s story of financial
distress is alarming. If a stolen
identity can happen to a child,
then the risk is at least 10 times
greater for a student attending
college.
With the recent breach of
Eastern’s security system, similar
stories could become much more
localized.
Granted, if a crook was skilled
enough they might be able to find
all sorts of personal information
on the Internet without breaking
a sweat. But when Eastern’s system
was breached, it gave the hacker
access to extremely important personal information, and it all stems

“

Even in the commercial world, where security is of extremely high value,
there can be security failures.

from one source: a social security
number.
Just like a fingerprint, a social
security number is specialized and
specifically unique to each person.
When an institution asks for such
privileged information, it had better be for a good reason.
Unfortunately, that’s rarely the
case.
Banks and jobs ask for it when
someone applies for their service,
and they are justified in such a
request. As you move down the
ladder, however, the requests for
the number become more absurd.
Schools, power companies, apartment complexes, health clubs

and even video stores ask for the
number. Perhaps it’s misplaced
skepticism, but should a Hollywood Video clerk have access to
one of the most important parts of
an identity? Probably not.
If a university computer
system, which was supposed to be
locked down with an “unsinkable”
protection grid can’t protect it,
how is a video clerk going to do
any better?
Perhaps the question isn’t
meant to be how can the university better protect personal information, but rather if they need it in
the first place. There are countless
other ways to prove someone’s

identity other than their social
security number. One such option
would be a driver’s license number, although that brings its own
set of risks into the picture as well.
Eastern isn’t alone when
it comes to computer security
breaches. Penn State saw their system become the victim of a hacking Dec. 30 of last year, although,
it only affected 30,000 people. It’s
a miniscule number compared to
the 130,000 identities that might
have been compromised with
Eastern’s breach.
Another institution, Richmond Community College in
North Carolina, was also compro-

”

mised, affecting 51,000 people in
the state. Their breach occurred
Aug. 23 of last year.
Even in the commercial world,
where security is of extremely
high value, there can be security
failures. Citibank had its system
breached by a hacker, prompting a
probe by the FBI.
And don’t forget about the
9-year-old girl whose identity was
used to purchase products from
a utility company. The utility
company decided not to pursue
the identity thief, as it would be
more costly to take the correct action instead of merely write off the
losses themselves.

What it boils down to is the
use of a social security number in
the correct way. Unfortunately,
there are a growing number of
institutions that have started to
ask for the information and are
putting not only the reputation
of the company, but also the
financial stability of its customers
on the line.
In order to fully protect
students, Eastern needs to review
its decision to use social security numbers in the application
process. Eastern’s response to the
breach is to be commended, as the
university has taken quick measures to communicate with students about the situation. There
are pros and cons to necessitating
its usage, and the university needs
to review whether it’s worth the
risk of putting a student’s financial
future at risk.

Holiday lessons
learned, not
wasted
BY JOE TYNAN

contributing writer

ASEWU: Too busy to talk
Communication gets thougher as it goes up the legislative ladder at Eastern
BY NICOLE ERICKSON

news editor

As far as I’m concerned, the
link titled “Contact Us” on the
ASEWU homepage may as well be
deleted from the site.
As the new news editor for
The Easterner, I thought it would
be beneficial to our newspaper, as
well as the student body, to keep
in contact with ASEWU members
regarding updates and events.
Before the break, I contacted
the president of the ASEWU
as well as the vice president of
finances, (neither of which I will
name. They know who they are).
Upon contacting them, I
explained that in addition to the
story I would be writing over
break, I wanted to keep in constant contact with them to keep
the student body well informed
about current events on campus.

Both seemed eager to please
because they rattled off their
e-mails and told me to contact
them with any questions I had
throughout break and into the
next quarter.
Ha! Not only did I send
numerous e-mails to both the
president and vice president
of ASEWU, but I frequently
called our beloved student body
president on his cell phone only to
receive not ONE e-mail or phone
call back, nor even so much as a
text saying, “Hey, I’m too good for
you. Leave me alone.”
Now, I understand that both
these individuals are very busy
people and should be commended
on the work they do get done.
However, as a news editor taking
19 credits, I can hardly accept
their busy lifestyles as an excuse
for their blatant, reoccurring rudeness.

This isn’t the first time I have
run into a problem like this with
the ASEWU.
Prior to my job as news editor,
I was a senior reporter covering a
story on the Student and Activity
fees with the ASEWU president
being my main contact. After
calling twice daily for a week, he
finally got back to me the day
before we went to press only to tell
me he didn’t know the answers to
my questions and referred me to
someone else.
Thanks.
So maybe I am being a little
harsh. Maybe they were both away
from computers and without cell
phone reception for the entirety of
winter break. But the likeliness of
that is slim to none.
We, the student body, elected
these representatives not just to
sit there and push “ignore” on our
phone calls and delete our e-mails,

but also to be the connection
between the student body and the
administration on campus.
How is the student body
supposed to remain educated and
informed about what’s going on at
Eastern if our “leaders” are failing
to communicate with one of the
few news sources EWU has?
The ASEWU leaders knew
what they were getting themselves
into before they ran for the positions. They knew their lives would
become hectic and that they
would be called upon for updates
throughout their terms. All I’m
asking is that they follow through
on their campaign promises and
provide services necessary to the
student body.
As students at Eastern, we are
entitled to be informed to the fullest extent about decisions made
throughout campus, and thus far,
I have yet to see this happen.

As a nontraditional student
with a big family, I like to think
that I’ve had some tough lessons
that have given me wisdom over
the years. Feel free to read that
as “my wife and kids are causing
some wisps of gray hair that look
cool on others, but just make me
look old and tired.”
Despite the amount of “wisdom” I’ve developed over the years,
the holidays show me how dumb
I can really be. Here’s some of the
wisdom I’ve acquired since fall
quarter ended. I’m told a lot of it
is common sense, but that’s news
to me.
• A fireplace can only hold so
much wood. Also, make sure the
flue is open.
• The River Park Square parking garage can only hold so many
cars three days before Christmas.
Also, make sure there’s gas in the
tank.
• WalMart.com will always ship
toys from “Santa” unwrapped in
the original packages. Kids will
always see the UPS guy drop them
off on the doorstep.
• WalMart.com will always
ship presents for a great-aunt in
unmarked, corrugated cardboard
boxes with enough tape to seal in
rabid badgers.
- WalMart.com employees
rarely want to hear people complain about this.
• If the wife insists she would

absolutely love a quality frying
pan for Christmas, beware. It is
most likely a trap. Even if it isn’t a
trap, one must have a backup gift
anyway.
- If the frying pan idea is
indeed a trap, ensure you can
duck faster than she can throw
the frying pan. This is especially
important if you sprang for a cast
iron model.
- Don’t think your wife can’t
hit you with a cast iron frying pan
as you run down the hall. Sure it’s
heavy, but she can always throw it
with two hands.
• No matter how much you
think you know about carving the
holiday turkey, you frickin’ carve it
the way Grandma says to carve it,
or beware of her wrath.
• When you say to your wife,
“The stuffing was great,” just smile
when she says, “Thanks,” would
ya? Don’t ask if she did anything
different with it this year.
And maybe the three most
important nuggets of wisdom I’ve
learned . . .
• You can always leverage the
kids’ wish list into extra chores.
• You can buy a $568 snow
blower with a 24-inch clearance,
but all that means is the snow
won’t get over an inch deep.
• Three drinks on New Year’s
Eve is no longer the warm up it
used to be, it’s now the whole
night.
In hindsight, maybe I’m the
one to blame for my wisps of gray
hair. Happy uneventful January.
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EWU students participat e 1n
stand-up comedy
Students Harry Riley and Jared Munson entertain the Spokane crowd after classes at various locations
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olville Tubal College (CIC) would like to 6ll five positions on it
ard of Di.recton . CYC Directon m responsible for setting the vi
ioo and implementing the stnttegy for continued development oft
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·on, or concerns. you may contact Glenn Raymond at (S09) 634•2631
by email at a/tnn.raymot1d(a'f;olvilktribt-.s,c.om. The Colville Trib
usiness Coundl will select the final candidates. Accredited tbro
Seti.sh Kootenai College,
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Serious mountains
surround Eastern
Local resorts offer more than just diverse terrain parks for students who
enjoy winter sports
BY DYLAN COIL

contributing writer

Megan Hopp/Easterner

EWU’s EPIC hosted the annual Rail Jam Oct. 25, for students to show their skills
and win prizes.

Living in the Inland Northwest, Eastern students are lucky
to have access to the rich and
diverse skiing and snowboarding that surrounds Cheney.
Within the Idaho and Spokane areas, five different ski
resorts offer a multitude of recreational services from terrain
parks and back country runs
to indoor water slides and tube
parks.
For serious skiing, Schweitzer Mountain in Sandpoint, Idaho is the place to go.
With an amazing view of Lake
Pend Oreille, Schweitzer is a
beautiful outdoor experience
and a world-class ski resort.
Schweitzer offers 2,900
acres with 92 trails and open
bowl skiing. Skiers and riders
can navigate the mountain with
the use of one high-speed, sixseat chairlift, two high-speed,
four-seat chairlifts, one triple
chairlift and three double chairlifts, according to Schweitzer.
com. The mountain also features

A day full of jazz
Eastern’s music department is hosting a workshop for high school students from the finest
programs in Washington
BY MELISSA CARROLL

contributing writer

EWU jazz students will be hosting
a workshop day for local high school
students Jan. 9. Jazz ensemble members
from Bothell High School, Hanford
High School, Mt. Spokane High School
and Newport High School will be in attendance.
“This is one more event which aligns
with the jazz programs mission of bringing great education to not only the EWU
students, but the region as well,” said
Rob Tapper, director of jazz activities and
trombone instructor at EWU.
The high school groups were selected
as some of the finest programs in Washington and the workshop is a good opportunity for them to gain a lot of information and skills.

EWU jazz students worked with the
faculty to help put together a schedule
that will be beneficial for everyone. Students and faculty will provide the high
schoolers with lessons that include three
different levels of improvisation classes
and will answer questions to help them
become the best they can be. EWU students will also perform for the students.
The day will start at 8:45 a.m. with a
critique for the high school performances
and will continue until 5:30 p.m., ending with a pizza dinner that will allow the
high school students a chance to mingle
with EWU students.
“The Jazz Workshop will be a great
day of jazz education for our students as
well as the jazz ensemble members,” said
Tapper.

The Easterner Show
• Insightful
• Funny
• Student-driven
• Missing you

a tow-bar and a conveyor lift.
According to Haley Sorbel,
Schweitzer’s communication
cordinator, Schweitzer’s two
terrain parks equate to the “best
terrain park in the Northwest.”
Snow-making machines also
give Schweitzer the ability to
make snow when the weather is
not working to their advantage.
Mount Spokane’s convenient location and popular
night skiing make it the perfect
mountain for the less intense
skier or rider with the schedule of a busy student. Mount
Spokane sits on 1,425 acres and
uses five double chairlifts and
offers 40 days of night skiing
every season.
Mount Spokane is also
home to the “largest and most
highly certified Ski School in
the region,” according to MtSpokane.com. Tubing and terrain are another reason Mount
Spokane is attractive to college.
Some popular spots in the terrain park are the two rainbow
rails and tree jib.
Lookout Pass is a local

mountain that has recently seen
tremendous growth, tripling
in size since 2003. According
to Skilookout.com, they are the
second oldest ski lodge in the
northwest and feature 34 runs
on 540 skiable acres.
According Brad Northrup,
marketing director for 49 Degrees North, the mountain has
added seven new mostly advanced runs this season. With
the new terrain expansions, 49
Degrees North has 68 marked
trails on 2,325 acres with one
four-seat chairlift, four double
chairlifts and one surface lift,
according to Ski49N.com. One
terrain park is also available at
49 Degrees North.
The last mountain near
Eastern is Silver Mountain. According to SilverMt.com, they
offer more than just great skiing. Silver has an indoor water
park and various lodges and
condos that skiers and riders
can enjoy after a day at Silver’s
two different mountains, which
sport 73 trails on 1,600 acres of
terrain.

According to their Web
sites, these five local ski resorts
see an average annual snowfall of 300 to 400 inches. Schweitzer, Silver, Lookout Pass, 49
Degrees North and Mount Spokane are a part of the northwest
Rocky Mountain range and
experience a much drier snow
than the snow in the Cascade
mountain range, according to
the Ski the Northwest Rockies
Association (SNRA).
A ski season in the Inland
Northwest lasts from early December to early April, depending on conditions. According
to the SNRA, local ski resorts
continue to make a profit and
expand their riding experiences
despite the economic meltdown. These local mountains
claim that an average of 20 percent of their customers are college students.
Skiing and snowboarding is
good, clean, healthy fun that offers students a chance to escape
the stresses of the classroom to
unwind.

Village Center Cinemas
offers new theater options
Airway Heights provides EWU students with a
closer and cheaper location to catch new flicks
BY JARED MUNSON

contributing writer

The city of Airway Heights received a welcomed gift when the new Village Centre Cinemas (VCC) opened during Halloween weekend last fall. For EWU Students, as well as the
residents of Cheney, this gives a new option to
see movies.
As a smaller chain with locations in North
Spokane, Pullman, and Lewiston, Idaho, VCC
differs from the bigger chains like AMC and
Regal Cinemas. General Manager Sergio Contreras states that the major difference is that
the business is owned and run by people in
the community who return their profits to the
community.
“All of the general managers live in the
community unlike those bigger chains,” he
said. “We have a summer program for kids and
also will try to implement some events at Eastern in the upcoming months. Can those other
chains say that?”
After opening the Wandermere location a
few years ago, Contreras understood the road
ahead of him. He stated that opening the theater in a recession most likely won’t hurt his
new location because Airway Heights is a
booming community. What helps even more
is that EWU is only minutes away. Contreras
stresses that the community aspect in his mission is to provide the best movie-going experience to the consumer.
Within weeks of opening, Contreras put
on a major promotion. A local radio station
sponsored a food drive, and for two cans of
food, donators would receive a free ticket to see
the holiday family film “A Christmas Carol”
starring Jim Carrey. Contreras used this opportunity to welcome the community and show
that his sites are about giving back to Spokane
County.
Although four other theaters existed before Airway Heights VCC opened (the AMC
downtown, the Regal Cinemas at Northtown
and the Spokane Valley Mall, and the VCC at
Wandermere), Contreras feels that the AMC
downtown is the biggest threat to the Airway
Heights location.
Although there are bigger chains in the
area, Contreras points out many key reasons to
choose the VCC in Airway Heights.

“Our prices are cheaper than the other
theaters: $8 for EWU students after matinee.
Our concessions are as competitive: $8.50 for
a large combo that includes a tub of popcorn
and large soda with refills on both. And our
screens and sound are state-of-the-art.”
Many students around campus were unaware of the opening of the theater because
many have never heard the name before. According to Contreras, this isn’t uncommon.
“We are not a budget theater,” he said in
response to a rumor circulating around campus. “We show the same movies that AMC and
Regal Cinemas show.”
While it may be true that the Airway
Heights VCC does air the same movies that
the other theaters do, it does come with one
small stipulation.
“We are a 10 screen theater,” Contreras
said. And this came on the weekend that The
Twilight Saga: New Moon came into theaters.
Was he worried that his theater would be hurt
to not be able to show the movie as often as
other theaters? “Sure, but we don’t decide how
often we play a movie. The production company dictates how many copies of the film we receive and that translates into how many times
we can play the film.”
Contreras has stated that over time, he
feels that the Airway Heights VCC will be very
competitive to the bigger chains. Unlike AMC
and Regal, VCC is not in a mall, and Contreras
feels the aesthetics of the exterior as well as the
beautiful lobby will help entice patrons to visit
his location. Contreras also said that he plans
on having a restaurant open in the same lot as
the theater to give patrons the option of dining
out before or after viewing a movie.
Contreras said that he opened the theater
probably three years early and that it will grow
as the city of Airway Heights does.With EWU
and surrounding towns also continuing to
grow, the VCC Airway seems to be a theater
well welcomed in the community. Not only
is it closer than the theaters downtown, but it
also includes free parking.
“At the end of the day, you’re paying for the
movie, and we provide better than the larger
chains,” said Contreras.
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Nick Kelly takes a shot at the goal.

BY DUSTIN TOMS

senior reporter

EWU’s hockey team is arguably more
popular than the bigger name sports like
football and volleyball on campus, and it is
only a club sport.
Being a club sport has its ups and downs,
but the fans make up for it at Eastern.
“One thing that helps is the students
coming out like they do [to watch],” said
Assistant Coach Bill Shaw. “Two is that the
guys have to pay their own way. It’s the one
downfall.”
The team is not only popular, but also
very successful, posting a 13-5-1 record on
the season so far. They have played both

club and Division 1 opponents.
“We would like to finish in the top two
[of the league],” said Shaw. “It gives us an
automatic bid to the national championships. If not, we end up going to the regional playoffs, which is a lose-and-go-home
kind of deal.”
When asked about how well the players have been performing, Shaw mentioned
that injuries have had a huge affect on the
season so far.
“Pat Murphy has been one of our better
players, but he has been out since Thanksgiving,” said Shaw. “With his absence, all
the other defensemen have really had to step
it up.” Murphy has 17 points on the season
with three goals and 14 assists.
Shaw also commented that the forwards

have also been putting together a collective
effort this year, using a combination of three
different lines.
“[Taylor] McClay, [Kris] Boyce and
[Steven] Phillips, that line has had stretches
where they score a lot of goals,” said Shaw.
McClay, Boyce and Phillips have combined for 60 points this season.
The team plays at the rec center on campus and are one of the only teams in the nation that has their own ice rink located on
campus.
The rink is packed for every home game,
giving the Eagles home field advantage that
is well deserved. Their home record is 7-0.
The rink was also recently featured in Rink
Magazine.
“We think it is awesome [having the stu-

dents come out and watch],” said Shaw. “All
the guys on the team laugh because it is so
rabid.”
Even though Eastern Hockey is not a
Division 1 sport, they still get plenty of opportunities to play teams that are.
They have already played Arizona and
Arizona State this year, but have a 12-game
home stand at the start of January featuring match ups against schools such as the
University of Oregon and the University of
Washington.
“We think it is great to get opportunities
to play schools in the NCAA,” said Shaw.
The Hockey team will resume play on
Jan. 8 at the rec center after a month-long
break for the holidays. They will play the
Portland State Vikings.

Johnson runs over Seahawks to end season
The final Hawk Zone brings a once in a lifetime experience for senior reporter, Dustin Toms

Photo courtesy of titansonline.com

Chris Johnson rushes his way to 2,006 yards.
BY DUSTIN TOMS

senior reporter

This will be the last Hawk Zone I will write this season,
only due to the Seahawks failing miserably this year and not
qualifying for the playoffs. Most of you might be upset after
the Seahawks stumbled to a 5-11 record, the sixth overall
pick in April’s draft. I on the other hand, couldn’t care less
about the Seahawks’ lousy year because my team of choice
resides in the Music City and just finished defeating the Seahawks 17-13 Sunday. My team is the Tennessee Titans.
I have, however, been somewhat of a Seahawks fan
throughout my life since they are the hometown team. But
compared to the Mariners and Sonics, the Seahawks were

never up to par in my eyes. I follow them and root for them
every year, and just like every other Washingtonian, I hope
Ben Roethlisberger and the Pittsburgh Steelers fall of a cliff.
Maybe you can call me a Seahawks bandwagon-er, but I have
no bias when writing about them since I don’t really care if
they win or lose. Now writing about the Titans, especially
after their dismal 0-6 start, would have been more difficult.
This past Sunday was the first time that the Titans have
been to Seattle since I became a fan more than 10 years ago,
so obviously I attended the game. I arrived in Seattle on
Friday night, and little did I know that I was going to experience much more than just a football game.
My fiancee and I stopped at a Starbucks for lunch Saturday afternoon, and then went to use the restroom in the
hotel that the coffee shop was attached to. As we were walking out, a giant bus pulled up in front of the hotel and out
flooded the Tennessee Titans. I was absolutely amazed as I
watched each player walk to the elevator, grabbing as many
autographs as I could. Most notably, I met Chris Johnson,
the star halfback, and received his autograph among many
others. Not to mention I had a conversation about the Disney movie “Up” with one of the linebackers.
Even though meeting the entire team was the highlight of my trip, it wasn’t the end. Sunday afternoon was
the game, a meaningless one since both teams were previously eliminated from playoff contention. However, I still
enjoyed it, especially since my team won 17-13 as Tennessee
Titans’ halfback, Johnson, ran 134 yards for the game winning touchdown.
Johnson became the sixth player in NFL history to break
2,000 rushing yards in a season, despite the Seahawks’ best
effort to contain him. Johnson ended with 2,006 yards for
the season, 99 yards shy of tying Eric Dickerson’s 2,105
yards for the NFL single season record.
“There are a lot of great backs that have played this game
that have never reached that milestone,” said Titans’ tight

end Alge Crumpler. “For C.J. to do it at such a young age is
a phenomenal performance.”
“We were going for the big record [2,105],” Johnson
said. “Very disappointing.”
The Seahawks kept the game close, going into the fourth
quarter tied at 10. Olindo Mare nailed a 20-yard field goal to
give the Seahawks the lead 13-10 with 12 minutes remaining.
In the fourth quarter, Seahawks punter Jon Ryan fumbled the snap at the 2-yard line and barely got off his punt.
The ball only traveled 19 yards, setting up the Titans at the
28-yard line. Later in the drive, Johnson scored the second of
his two touchdowns to put the Titans up for good.
Matt Hasselbeck had another poor performance on
the day, completing 15 of 30 passes for 175 yards with one
touchdown and one interception. The interception didn’t
come until the last minute of the game, on a fourth down
that would have kept the Seahawks alive.
The last interception, Hasselbeck’s ninth in his last three
outings, put an end to a season where fans believed a playoff
appearance was all but guaranteed. The Seahawks finished
the season with a record of 5-11 and will have the sixth overall draft pick come April.
The Titans finished 8-8, an impressive record after starting the season 0-6.
Both teams missed the playoffs.
“If you have a season like this, you got to really take a
long, hard look in the mirror, each of us,” said Hasselbeck,
who set a career high with 17 interceptions on the season.
“It’s just disappointing, frustrating.”
Tight end John Carlson scored a touchdown for the
fourth straight week, bringing his season total to six.
“The way the game ended kind of epitomized the way
the whole season has gone,” Carlson said. “We did some
good things and moved the ball there at the end, but we
didn’t make enough plays to win the game.”

WOMEN’S STANDINGS
Montana
Northern Colorado
Eastern Washington
Portland State
Idaho State
Montana State
Northern Arizona
Weber State
Sacramento State
www.easterneronline.com

W
2
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0

L
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
2
2

The end of the year marked
the end of Operation 1K, a
program designed by the Eagle
Athletic Association (EAA) to
recruit more members and more
funding.
Billy Jean Hall, president
of the EAA, said, “Operation
1K is the EAA in conjunction
with the [EWU] athletic department. We’ve always strived for
new members, and with the 1K,
we set ourselves a goal of trying
to recruit and have a thousand
members by the end of [2009].”
When Operation 1K began
in the summer of ‘09, it held
only 500 to 600 members. As
of December, Operation 1K has
close to 700 members.
Different levels of memberships are available depending
on the donation size, and those
with higher memberships get
certain privileges.
Higher memberships are
preferred, but any membership is
welcomed because it helps build
a bigger fan base and helps with
funding. According to Hall, “It
is our primary goal of the EAA,
because we’re all volunteers to
raise money, to be able to give
to the athletic department to be
used for, mainly, scholarships for
our student-athletes.”
Now that Operation 1K has
ended, the EAA will re-evaluate
the program and decide where
to go with the new campaign.
“In the spring, we always
have our fund drive. It’s six
weeks where we go out and we
form teams. We go out to our
current members and say, ‘Do
you want to be on any of our
teams?’” said Hall. “Then they
go out and try to get people to
renew their membership. They
have to renew them every year.
The challenge is always to get
new members.”
The EAA is gearing up for
their next drive starting in February. Hall hopes that starting
earlier this year will attract more
new members.
Members of the EAA don’t
have to be students at EWU or
alumni. “We have people that
have signed up, relatives who
have never been to an Eastern
event before. They don’t have
any other connections. It’s just a
form of supporting the teams,”
said Hall.
The EAA is focused on supporting the EWU athletes; they
even call themselves “the team
behind the team,” said Hall.
“Especially in this day and
age, with budgets getting tighter, it’s more important for us to
raise more money,” said Hall.
“We’re still, in the scheme of
things, aren’t able to raise near
what we’d like to be able to
raise.”
Potential members should
contact Krysta Plato at (509)
359-6208.

MEN’S STANDINGS
Weber State
Portland State
Montana State
Northern Colorado
Eastern Washington
Idaho State
Montana
Sacramento State
Northern Arizona
January 6, 2010

W
3
2
3
2
1
1
1
1
0

L
0
0
1
1
1
2
3
3
3
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Krystal Deyo

Larry Weir has spent 19 seasons behind a
microphone, calling play-by-play radio broadcasts for
Eastern Washington University basketball and football
BY CHRIS NEWBERRY

contributing writer

Weir sits in the EWU press box at a home football game, where he’s covered over 500 games.

For fans who listen to their beloved Eagles football and men’s basketball teams on the radio, they
hear a familiar voice coming through the speakers.
Weir has brought us the excitement of each game,
presenting us a story to enjoy. A great storyteller can
paint a picture in our minds and have us see the game
without actually being there. In fact, EWU has its
very own storyteller.
Weir is entering his 19th year as the voice of the
Eastern Eagles that dates back to when he broadcasted
his first game for the university in September 1991 at
a football game against Eastern Illinois. Weir’s career,
however, began far before the 1991 football season.
Weir, 48, was born in Walla Walla, Wash., and
was raised amidst a wheat farm with cattle roaming
the plains in Waitsburg, Wash. Weir received his education of higher learning at Walla Walla Community
College and then transferred to EWU.
While enrolled at WWCC, Weir’s uncle lived
across the street from the owner of the radio station
in Toppenish, Wash., Roger Turnbeaugh. Weir, who
was 19 years old at the time, got his foot in the door
of radio broadcasting by being offered to cover the
high school football games on the local station. Every
weekend, from the first high school game until the
last broadcasted game, Weir would make the commute from Walla Walla to Toppenish and stay with
his uncle.

“I always thought broadcasting games would
be cool and wanted to do it for a living,” said Weir.
“Roger invited me to do the first game of the year,
and we would go from there. He kept inviting me
back, and I did that for three years while enrolled in
school.”
Weir broadcasted high school football games in
Toppenish from 1980-82. His radio career would
take off when he made his way to Eastern where he
signed a contract with the school to broadcast football and basketball games. During the summers of
1994, 1996 and 1997, Weir also got a little taste of
broadcasting Minor League Baseball during his time
with the Yakima Bears.
This year, he’ll exceed 500 broadcasted basketball
games. As he finished up with the 2009 football season, he had totalled 216 broadcasted football games.
He has only missed one football game in his 19-year
career and has missed around 20 basketball games
due to the overlap of the two schedules with football
season ending and the basketball season beginning.
Weir most enjoys the interaction with the players
and coaches that come with the job. Although some
games aren’t that great to interact with the coaches
and players, he knows what they’re going through
and doesn’t take it personally when a coach is heated
after a game. During his career, Weir has seen a lot of
players and coaches come and go, and he has enjoyed
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Shene Davis (long jump, 18-6 1/2; 55m 7.31)
Ben Cogdill (pole vault, 16-0)
Brody Faire (shot put, 51-5 3/4)
Steven Warner (55 hurdles, 7.81)
Krystal Deyo (long jump, 18-7 3/4; 55m, 7.06)
Christy Borders (55 hurdles, 8.53)
Sarah Frey (55 hurdles, 8.37; 55m, 7.17)
Kurt Williams (triple jump, 45-2 1/4)
Whitney Leavitt (55m, 7.23)
Brianna Okoro (55m, 7.34)
Chelsi Friese (pole vault, 12-0 1/2)
Colleen Meas (pole vault, 12-0 1/2)
Zach Robinson (55m, 6.56)
Stephen Praast (high jump, 6-5)
Cody Fishel (high jump, 6-5)
Kersee Lind (heptathlon, 5,033 points)
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is relevant tor anyone seeking to deepen their faith and
enrich their Christian vocation. Integrating classical
theological education, practical application,. and splrltl!a!
·

the church and society.
Joe Wittwer, pastor, Ute Center fn Spokane says:
"Whitworth's M.A. In Tl'!eofogy proqram has deepened my theo!o(Jy
and my preachinq, informed my leadership and warmed my sp,rit.
I am recommending the program to my co!f,eagues in ministry,"

To learn more, visit
whitworth.ed1U/theolo,gyma or cal l 509.777.3222.
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getting to know each of them.
through tough times and long hours. As the econ“It has also been fun being able to watch great omy took a turn, it hit the radio business and Weir.
athletes like Rodney Stuckey, Michael Roos, Jesse For many years, he lived in Colfax, Wash., where he
Chatman, Alvin Snow, Marc Axton, Erik Meyer, worked at a radio station in Pullman and would drive
Greg Peach and many others do what they do on the up to EWU to broadcast the games.
field,” said Weir.
In 2006, Weir got the opportunity to return to
Working for the media has some nice perks to Spokane and work for Citadel Broadcasting. He was
it. Correspondents get to travel to different places the morning news anchor and broadcasted the EWU
around the country for free, stay in nice hotels and and Spokane Shock games on their stations.
eat at fancy restaurants. They also receive a courtside
When the Spokane Shock came into existence,
seat for most basketball games, and press boxes for they were on the search for a radio broadcast team.
football games that are a lot nicer than some high Another great opportunity for Weir came when the
school ones.
Shock approached his radio partner, Paul Sorensen,
“I don’t have to broadcast football games in cold asking him if he knew anyone who could broadcast
weather anymore like in my high school broadcasting their games. Sorensen volunteered the duo, and they
days,” Weir said. “Heated press
have been the Shock’s radio broadboxes are great!”
cast team since.
“I
like
being
able
to
paint
Some of the challenges
In October 2008, new ownWeir has encountered dur- the picture, so to speak.” ership took over the station and
ing his time as Eastern’s radio
decided to drop most of its local
broadcaster is the travel. Durprogramming from their group of
ing the football season, Weir
-Larry Weir stations. One of those programs was
can be away from home for up
Weir’s morning news. Weir’s broadto three days for an away game. And during the bas- casting of the EWU games wasn’t affected because he
ketball season, the team and Weir can be gone for up is contracted through EWU to broadcast the games
to five days during a road trip.
rather than by the station itself.
“Anyone who thinks travel is fun doesn’t do it for
Weir plans to stick with the radio business ina living,” said Weir.
stead of moving to television because it’s what he
Eastern competes in the Big Sky Conference with likes to do. New for the 2009-10 men’s basketball
eight other schools, and some of those cities are not season, EWU has combined with SWX, a new televieasy to get to. When Weir is with the basketball team sion channel in Spokane, using Electronic Media Coon the road, they usually leave on a Wednesday and ordinator and Director of Big Sky TV, Davin Perry’s
come back Sunday with games on Thursday and Sat- video feed of the men’s basketball games to air on
urday.
the channel. SWX uses a radio/TV simulcast for all
With the early hour flights and long bus rides, the men’s home basketball games this year, and Weir’s
Weir still enjoys the travel as it has taken him to plac- radio feed.
es where he thought he would never have traveled to
“Doing TV play-by-play is a lot different than
if it weren’t for the job.
radio because people can see what’s happening. I
“I’ve seen lots of great cities and towns, and like being able to paint the picture, so to speak,” said
broadcasted from many legendary venues over the Weir.
years,” said Weir. “It’s been a lot of fun and I’ve been
You can catch Weir on the Eastern Eagle Radio
very fortunate to have this opportunity.”
Network for men’s home and away basketball games
It hasn’t always been smooth sailing for Weir on stations 1510-AM, 1050-AM or 790-AM. Visit
throughout his whole career. There have been some goeags.com for game times and information.
bumps in the road where he had to work his way
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formation, the program equips men and women to serve
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Qualifiers will compete at the Indoor Big
Sky Conference Championships February
25-27 in Bozeman, Mont.
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